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This essay, avowedly explorative and tentative, attempts both to try and
understand some of the underlying dynamics of Orthodox Feminism
and, in so doing, to re-examine our understanding of “Orthodoxy”
itself. Rather than seeing Orthodoxy as a more or less fixed entity,
with “modern” and “ultra” flavors, I suggest we look at it as a cluster
of processes, enacted across a range of what I call “Modernizing
Orthodoxies,” by which I mean a group of religious movements
bearing a familial resemblance, based on some core features, through
which each works and reworks in its engagements with modernity.
Looking at Orthodox Feminism is, I think, particularly enlightening
in this proposed rethinking of “Orthodoxy”, as well as of interest in
its own right. This paper is by no means meant as an authoritative
statement, but rather is meant to stimulate thought, criticism and
conversation.

It bears remembering that the category of “Orthodox Judaism” as we
know and use the term evolved at the same time as did the category of
“Religion” — in the late 18th century — and that both are symptoms of
an alienation within Western culture, of an objectification of traditions,
by which “ways of life” become “things.”1 During those decades a

* Earlier versions of this paper were presented to the conference of the Jewish
Orthodox Feminist Alliance, New York City, May 6, 2001, and to the seminar on
resurgent religion at the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute, June 23, 2003; my thanks
to those audiences and to the audience and staff of Kolekh, for their insightful
and helpful comments and suggestions.

1 The earliest modern use of the term that I know of dates from 1786, when
Mendelssohn wrote of Spinoza: “despite his speculative doctrines he could
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number of factors, chiefly the Enlightenment, processes of increasing
secularization in Europe, as well as the colonial engagement with very
different cultures, combined to make Judaism and Christianity no longer
intuitively and immediately understandable or even recognizable. Thus
the term “religion” came into use in the modern sense, as describing
a broad range of different and sometimes contradictory beliefs and
traditions.2 The term “Orthodoxy” in and of itself describes a style of
thinking and acting, and is itself devoid of content. Thus, we can also
talk about small ‘o’ orthodoxies, as in orthodox laissez faire economics,
orthodox psychoanalysis and so on.3

“Orthodoxy” is susceptible to many definitions, but one thing is
certain: it is very much about boundaries. I believe we can say that
there is a process of “Orthodoxing”; to draw that line is not only
to define those who lie beyond Orthodoxy’s boundary, but also to
define oneself — and thus to exclude certain possibilities for the
sake of others. Similar processes have previously occurred before
in Jewish history, for example in the early Middle Ages when the
Rabbis began to consider the Karaites as beyond the pale, and earlier,
and more consequentially, vis-a-vis the Church.4 What is salient in the

have remained an orthodox Jew (ein orthodoxer Jude) had he not in his other
writings challenged authentic Judaism.” This is cited in Alexander Altmann,
Moses Mendelssohn: A Biographical Study, London 1973, p. 33.

It is worth noting that (a) this comes from Mendelssohn, for whom Jewish
theology was natural and rational and severable from the law, the latter binding
only through revelation and (b) more importantly, that the term emerges when
discussing Spinoza, i.e. when defining the boundaries vis-a-vis a renegade Jew.

2 I am drawing here on Wilfred Cantwell Smith, The Meaning and End of Religion:
A New Approach to the Religious Traditions of Mankind, New York 1963.

3 In general usage, “orthodox laissez faire” refers to a belief that people are
motivated by rational economic calculation which finds its expression on
uncontrolled free markets; “orthodox psychoanalysis” is an adherence to the ideas
of Sigmund Freud despite the many developments in the field of psychology since
his time.

4 Exactly when the “parting of the ways” between Judaism and Christianity occurred
is a matter of debate; the scholarly consensus has generally dated it to the time of
the Bar-Kochba rebellion of 135 C.E. but some date it as late as the fourth century,
when Christianity became the official religion of the Roman Empire. No matter
when it happened, by the time the dust had settled, the Christians were clearly out
of the fold. The consensus view is well-articulated in Alan F. Segal, Rebecca’s
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modern context is that “Orthodoxing” takes place when the tradition has
become aware of its own contingency and fragility, of the ways in which
it is dependent on historical circumstances, and how a change in those
circumstances may sweep that tradition away. Modernity has added a
critical overlay of self-consciousness to Jewish life, a consciousness of
its historical (i.e. man-made) dimensions, and of alternatives to halakhic
observance. Indeed, the sheer speed and magnitude of the collapse of
traditional Jewish society in the first decades of the 19th century still
staggers the mind, and in its own way, still stands as a searing and
painful critique of traditional society.5 The pre-modern Jew simply had
no options other than fidelity or apostasy. Modern Jews have choices.
Even the most stringent traditionalism, such as Charedi identity, is
chosen to one degree or another. The choice to remain firmly within
the tradition yields the family of practices that we call Orthodoxy.

What then, are the defining features which, taken together, create
that family resemblance?

First and foremost, a commitment to traditional halakhic practice
as was taught, maintained, developed and interpreted by Talmudic
authorities and by their successors, the Geonim, Rishonim and
Achronim. This involves adherence to those practices that were, in
most cases, canonized in the Shulchan Arukh, and a corresponding
allegiance to the decision-making of only those contemporary halakhic
authorities who operate within those strictures.6

Children: Judaism and Christianity on the Roman World, Cambridge 1986; the
later dating is put forward in Daniel Boyarin, Border Lines: The Partition of
Judaeo-Christianity, Philadelphia 2004.

5 I have dealt with some of the contemporary political manifestations of this issue of
the collapse of traditional society in ‘Mi-Mussar le-Ideologiyah u-ve-Chazarah’,
Eretz Acheret, 36 (Oct.-Nov. 2006), pp. 56y59.

6 It is worth recalling that both the Shulchan Arukh and the glosses of Rama were
strongly criticized by many of their contemporaries and near successors — as
were other codifiers before them, including Maimonides — precisely for their
seeming to impose an inappropriate closure on halakhic give and take. With the
advent of modernity, that hatchet was buried and ranks were, by and large, closed
behind the Shulchan Arukh. See, inter alia, Joseph Davis, ‘The Reception of the
Shulchan Arukh and the Formation of Ashkenazic Jewish Identity’, AJS Review,
26 (November 2002), pp. 251y276.
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Second is the strong claim that halakhah in some fundamental
sense, ‘lives outside of time’. This can bear two senses, which I would
distinguish as the ‘transhistorical’, i.e. that halakhic practice, as it
were, lifts one into a timeless realm of being, of the sort discussed by
thinkers as varied as Franz Rosenzweig and Rav Joseph Soloveitchik,
and the ‘ahistorical’. This latter meaning is the sense that particularly
defines Orthodoxy as a denomination — that the halakhah has taken
shape outside of the categories of time and place that ordinarily
shape the world of things; and this sense runs counter to modern
epistemology, one of whose major tenets is, that a phenomenon’s
meaning is crucially dependent on its context, its placement in time and
space.7 This contextualizing inverts, in turn, the traditional hierarchy
of potency, and thereby yields a picture of divine fragility combined
with a perception of human power, as the sacred — and with it the texts
and institutions that create its place in the world — come to be seen as
dependent and contingent.

These two dimensions, which I have designated as the transhistorical
and the ahistorical, speak to two distinct but related issues:
meaningfulness and authority. Much of halakhah’s meaningfulness,
its resonance as a way of life, resides in its transhistoricity, in its
lifting us above the messy, petty and regularly depressing realities
of this world. At the same time much of its authority over us, its
ability to command our obedience, depends on its ahistoricity, on
its being issuing from God, who stands above the normal run of
historical processes. That very ahistoricity can however, at times,
come to undermine halakhic observance, for example, by a seeming
unresponsiveness or insensitivity to ethical claims or other social
needs.8

7 An especially compelling and pertinent analysis of the history of “context” is to be
found in chapter 5 of Amos Funkenstein, Theology and the Scientific Imagination
from the Middle Ages to the Seventeenth Century, Princeton 1986.

8 Thus Orthodox Feminism’s leading theologian, Tamar Ross, argues that seemingly
new moral critiques of existing halakhah might be seen as part of a larger historical
unfolding of the original revelation at Sinai; see her Expanding the Palace of
Torah: Orthodoxy and Feminism, Hanover 2004. This position, which she calls
“cumulative,” incorporates previous revelations, and thus leaves the transcendent
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It is possible to discern an additional, third defining element of
Orthodoxy: Amongst members of the Orthodoxy there is a definite
sense of distinctness from, and greater authenticity and authority than,
those other sectors of the Jewish people who do not share their
commitments to a largely unreformed transhistorical or ahistorical
halakhah. The challenge to Jewish peoplehood and unity that this
entails is made more acute by the critical dependence of Orthodox Jews
for their existence as a traditional minority in a non-traditional world,
on the liberal political order that is a staple of the post-traditional order.
Moreover, in the Diaspora, non-Orthodox Jews, in a sense, mediate
between the Orthodox and the surrounding, non-Jewish society.

It is important to note that Orthodoxy as such, is not fundamentalist
in the way that term is usually understood i.e. as a simplistic, literal
reading of sacred texts. Rather, Orthodoxy works through, indeed is
based on, a rich and complex tradition of textual interpretation. Nor has
Orthodox Judaism shared Protestant fundamentalism’s drive to reorder
modern politics and society as whole. To the contrary, Orthodoxy at its
inception in the West was defined precisely as the refusal to participate
in the public sphere in a corporate manner.9 When full-blown Orthodox
fundamentalism did arise, in the form of Gush Emmunim and assorted
pan-halakhic ideologies, it did so under the aegis of Zionism, which
created a public space that could be an arena for contestation.

Although the history of Orthodoxy has been told many times; the
following paragraphs offer a few salient points for our discussion.10

dimension of revelation in place, even while allowing for critique and revision,
itself related to an ongoing relationship with a transcendent, ahistorical dimension
of divinity.

9 It is worth noting that the powerful critique of Orthodoxy leveled by Mordechai
Kaplan in his 1934 classic Judaism as a Civilization was precisely that it
abandoned the public sphere to the forces of secularism.

10 There is a vast and growing scholarly literature on the subject. In many respects,
my account here follows the many works of the late, great historian Jacob Katz.
For discussion, analysis and some criticism of his views, see Jay M. Harris
(ed.), The Pride of Jacob: Essays on Jacob Katz and His Work, Cambridge
2002. An excellent survey which integrates modern Jewish intellectual and social
history is Arnold M. Eisen, Rethinking Modern Judaism: Ritual, Commandment,
Community, Chicago 1998.
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In the modernizing nation states of the 19th century, religious
confession no longer defined the polity in a formal way — though
of course it still did socio-culturally — and thus the Jewish amalgam
of faith and ethnicity made little evident sense. At the same time,
the relaxing of traditional boundaries and the rise of dynamic middle
classes, created hitherto unimaginable professional and economic
possibilities for Jews, and generated powerful incentives to get out
from under the authority of the rabbis.

Orthodoxy crystallized in response to these phenomena, but in
differing ways in different locales, yielding a range of phenomena,
which we may call Modernizing Orthodoxies.

Thus, when in Western and Central Europe, modernizing
governments sought to create national religious bodies to represent the
Jewish community, the question of “who would represent the Jews?”
became a crucial arena of combat, and formal Orthodox separatism
was born. At the same time, this mitteleuropaische Orthodoxy, while
distancing itself from non-Orthodox Jews, lived in some symbiosis
with the larger society as regards the economic and the socio-cultural
indicia of embourgeoisment. This is borne out in the writings of its
leading figure, Samson Rafael Hirsch, who created his own synthesis
of faithfulness to halakhah and partial acceptance of key modern
ideas such as the national spirit and the achieving of freedom, which
he recast in traditional terms.11 To the east, in the Russian Empire,
Enlightenment proceeded much more slowly, if at all. It was also
much more ‘top-heavy’ and therefore resented, and in some ways more
destructive to communal structure once it descended on the masses.12

11 A marvelous narrative of the emergence of Hirschian ideology first in Germany
and later in Hungary, is Jacob Katz, Ha-Kerra she-lo Nit’acha, Jerusalem, 1995,
(published in English as A House Divided: Orthodoxy and Schism in Nineteenth
Century Central European Jewry, Hanover, 2002). A very helpful survey of
Hirsch’s thought is Noah H. Rosenbloom, Tradition in an Age of Reform: The
Religious Philosophy of Samson Raphael Hirsch, Philadelphia 1976. It bears
noting, though, that the two significant Western European Jewish 19th century
thinkers who disavowed the reigning Kantian framework of theology were strong
traditionalists, namely S. R. Hirsch and Samuel David Luzzatto.

12 A recent volume offering a complex and nuanced version of Jewish life in Eastern
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The East was nonetheless not entirely insulated from modernity, as
seen not only, and most obviously, by the presence of the Haskalah,
but also in the loosening of traditional forms of authority represented
both by Lithuanian Talmudism and Chasidism. Indeed, although not
often thought of in this way, both the Chasidic Rebbe’s court on the one
hand, and the non-synagogue affiliated yeshiva (a la Volozhin) on the
other, were themselves challenges to traditional communal Rabbinic
authority. These new institutions proved to be more ideological,
charisma-driven and focused on the cultivation of individual religious
virtuosity, at the expense of broader communal solidarity.

Women played a dual role in these transitions; in the West they were
increasingly perceived as the conservators and guardians of a tradition
which gradually relocated itself to the home, while to the east they
were taken perceived as a symbol of the victimization of the masses
by the rabbis and as harbingers of radical change.13

That all this was by no means inevitable, becomes a little clearer
when remembered how things worked differently in Muslim countries,
Arab and Ottoman. There, educational reforms were introduced by
Jewish groups such as the Alliance and not enforced from above
by governments or anti-traditionalists. “Becoming European” was
not really an option, and meanwhile many rabbis offered a halakhic
leadership that was both faithful and yet non-confrontational. The
traditional corporate structure of millyet was basically left intact; the
heartland of Enlightenment was elsewhere.14

Of course one cannot take this too far; we need to differentiate
between for example, Yemen, Morocco, Aleppo and Istanbul, and
there was still more than a little halakhic conservatism at work in
Muslim and Ottoman societies, and much else besides. Nonetheless,
there were real differences between the Sephardic and Ashkenazic

Europe at the time is Benjamin Nathans, Beyond the Pale: The Jewish Encounter
with Late Imperial Russia, Berkeley, 2002.

13 See Paula Hyman, ‘Two Models of Modernization: Jewish Women in the German
and Russian Empires’, in Jonathan Frankel (ed.), Studies in Contemporary Jewry,
vol. 16, Oxford 2000, pp. 39y53.

14 See briefly, Norman A. Stillman, Sephardi Religious Responses to Modernity,
Luxembourg, 1995.
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experiences of modernity. It seems fair to say that pre-modern, more
organic halakhah (in the sense of its serving as the concrete basis of
communal life within an ordered legal system), continued for longer
in the Sephardic world, and change there was a bit less fraught; it was
with the creation of Israel that modernity caught up with that world,
and then with a vengeance.

In looking at the modernizing Orthodoxies of today’s era,
and specifically those that derive their ancestry from Europe,
while the ‘Hirschian’ synthesis created the sociological model for
bourgeois Orthodoxy, Lithuanian Talmudism was more ideologically
consequential, proving to be the seedbed of both Religious Zionism
(hatziyonut hadatit) and American Modern Orthodoxy (as well as, of
course, Charedi Jewry and its conception of chevrat lomdim).15

In both cases, one need only look at the respective pantheons of
founding fathers and culture heroes — in the Zionist case, Chibbat
Tzion and Rabbis Reines, Kook and Meir Bar-Ilan, and in the American
case, Bernard Revel, Samuel Belkin and Joseph Soloveitchik — to
see the continuity between the high yeshiva culture of Lithuania and
these two most prominent modernizing Orthodoxies.16 The leading
institutions of each — Mercaz Ha’Rav and the Yeshivot Hesder, Bar-
Ilan and Yeshiva University — all bear in different ways, the stamp of
their chief progenitor and the greatest jewel in the crown of Lithuanian
Talmudism, the great yeshiva at Volozhin.

Religious Zionism is of course a profoundly modernizing
Orthodoxy, in its embrace of politics, in its willingness to see history as

15 Charedi Judaism is indeed, in a number of ways, a form of modernization in spite
of itself; yet its conscious disavowal of modernity, unlike the other groups I am
discussing, puts it for now, beyond the ambit of this discussion. The rubric of
“Modernizing Orthodoxy” may in some respects suit Chabad, though it is unclear
to what degree its ideational, as opposed to organizational components, mark a
conscious acceptance of modernity.

16 It is true that Hirschian Orthodoxy left its own Zionist mark in the form of Kibbutz
HaDati; though that movement’s ultimately, and frankly unfortunately, secondary
place within the leading institutions of Religious Zionism, would seem, inter alia,
to be not unrelated to its distance from the Lithuanian heritage and the suasion
that heritage brings.
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a man-made artifact, and in its vision of nationalism as the realization
of the subjective self.17

In America, we saw a different kind of Modern Orthodoxy, less an
ideology and more of a socio-cultural style; Samuel Belkin, long-time
President of Yeshiva University, captured its spirit well by saying that
it represented the transplantation of halakhah into American society,
as opposed to translation of halakhah into some other category such
as ethics or aesthetics (as in Reform Judaism), or its transference
without any modification, as in Charedi Judaism. Even the Orthodox
resurgence we see in America, unlike the trends of the 19th century,
is not a rearguard action against modernity as such, but rather a part
of identity politics.

In realizing the range of phenomena and cultural options here —
the Hirschian Judaism of ‘Torah im Derekh Eretz’, American Modern
Orthodoxy, Religious Zionism, and Sephardic Judaism — it perhaps
makes more sense to speak of modernizing Orthodoxies, of subcultures
that share, or at least take as their starting point, the three defining
characteristics of Orthodoxy outlined above, while at the same time
affirmatively partake of at least some of the dimensions of modernity.

Is Orthodox Feminism another such option, with its own distinctive
contours? I think the answer is yes. It is hard to put one’s finger on
its precise beginnings, though it seems fair to say that it began in
the U.S. in the 1970s with the opening of a beit midrash at Yeshiva
University’s Stern College for Women and the creation of the first
Orthodox women’s tefillah groups. With time, Orthodox Feminism
migrated to Israel, and in some ways, it was there that it struck deeper
roots, in no small part because acquiring the scholarly prerequisites of
a communal voice comes much more easily to native Hebrew-speakers
than to Americans.

In Israel and in the U.S., Orthodox Feminism represents an
intensification of religious identities alongside a critique of many
received religious values. There are of course central differences

17 On the latter point, see Shlomo Fischer, “Me’od Moderniyyim” Eretz Acheret, 10
(May-June 2002), pp. 58y61.
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between Orthodox Feminism in the U.S. and Israel; to begin with, in
Israel, Orthodox Feminists find themselves in direct conflict with
political authorities, while in the U.S. their struggles take place
within a privatized religious subculture.18 In a related vein, Israeli
Orthodox Feminists, like Israeli women generally, find themselves in
a more avowedly patriarchal society than their American counterparts.
Secondly, because American Judaism is largely synagogue-based, the
lion’s share of Orthodox Feminism is concerned with the reshaping of
that institution, while the energies of Israeli Orthodox Feminists are
directed, thus far, more towards text-study. That both find themselves
deeply embroiled in questions pertaining to agunot is testament to the
fact that the family is perhaps the last unquestioned stronghold of
rabbinic authority.19

What makes Orthodox Feminism a modernizing Orthodoxy, what
makes it, or anything, modern? I would point to several factors: a
distancing from the given or assumed authority of tradition; an idea of
selfhood grounded in independence, individuality and commitment;
an affirmation of everyday life as itself a valuable source of meaning;
and a program of social change towards moral ends.20 (This latter point
requires some qualification, as one of the more fascinating things about
Orthodox Feminism is precisely its open-ended quality, and the absence
of a rigidly defined program.)

S.N. Eisenstadt has suggested that the analysis of modernizing
religious movements, focus on the tripartite axis of public space,
authority and the role of experience. In those terms we may say

18 The one seeming exception here is the GET law of New York State; yet there,
the issue is precisely the reluctance of political and legal authorities to involve
themselves in what seems to them to be an internal religious dispute.

19 Of course, the problematics of agunot have bedeviled halakhic authorities since
Talmudic times; it is nonetheless interesting to explore how and why the issue
has arisen with such force in modern times. For one pioneering effort in that
direction, see ChaeRan Y. Freeze, Jewish Marriage and Divorce in Imperial
Russia, Hanover 2002.

20 This sketch of modernity’s distinctive features draws heavily on Charles Taylor’s
monumental Sources of the Self: The Making of the Modern Identity, Cambridge
1989.
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that Orthodox Feminism redefines the public religious space as one
occupied by women; it expands authority to include women, and
redefines authority such, that the subjective experience of women,
becomes in and of itself a source of authority, or at the least one source
of moral claims.

What is the public space that is being contested? Modernizing
Orthodoxies in both Israel and the U.S. vie with Charedim for the
public space of the religious community. In Israel, it is not only the
formal political authority of the Rabbinate which creates a contest in the
larger political space, but also the fact that Israeli Orthodox Feminists
are, for the most, part of the larger project of HaTziyyonut HaDatit.
As such, they are a real partner in Religious Zionism’s decades-long
effort to establish itself as a real, indeed defining, presence within the
state’s political culture. At the same time, the assumption of a stronger
traditional-religious identity on the part of women may in fact be
part of a strategy, sometimes implicit, sometimes explicit, towards
legitimating a more assertive presence in the public spaces of religion
and of society as a whole.21

At this juncture, it is interesting to suggest, at the risk of
gross generalization, some possible lines of comparison between
Orthodox and Muslim Feminisms. Much of Muslim Feminism seems
deeply rooted in an identity politics that purports to reject Western
imperialism, including imperialism’s critique of traditional Islam;
Orthodox Feminism, by contrast, seems grounded more on liberal
premises of individualism and respect for autonomy. This could at least
partially, be due to the location of Orthodox Feminism, in the U.S.,
liberalism’s heartland, and in Israel, where critiques of imperialism tend
to be the province of post-Zionists, with whom Religious Zionists are,
to say the least, ideologically and socio-culturally uncomfortable. At

21 The emergence of women’s groups associated with Charedi Leumi circles, such as
Binyan Shalem, complicates the picture a bit, but does drive home the enmeshment
of women’s groups in the project of Religious Zionism, as well as highlight the
particular posture of asserting oneself in the public sphere via an assertion of a
traditional identity, something which Charedi women have by and large yet to
do, at least as of now. And Chardal women’s organizations would certainly never
have come into being in the absence of feminist currents at large.
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the same time, both Orthodox and Muslim Feminisms call into question
any easy assumption that, in this day and age, the internalization of
liberal premises leads inexorably to a loosening of religious ties.22

Turning from the question of public space to that of authority, how
is authority being redefined in Orthodox Feminism? In second-stage
feminism, the subjective experiences of women are looked to, not
only as indicia of oppression, of the sort that a liberal political
order by definition aims to remedy, but also as disclosing distinctive
truths, including religious truths, that have their own purchase on,
and persuasive power in, discussion. In this respect, feminism may be
said to partake of that which Charles Taylor has recently called “the
expressivist outlook, (by which) the religious life or practice that I
become part of, not only must be my choice, but must speak to me; it
must make sense in terms of my spiritual development as I understand
this.” By expressivism, he means the belief that every person bears
a unique truth which arises out of their particular personality and
life, and that that individual truth must emerge, not only for the
individual to flourish, but for the truth embedded in the world to be
revealed. Expressivism has deep religious and philosophical roots,
but only in modern times has it become so widespread a world-view,
and one which judges the quality of religious life. By the lights of
this expressivism, as Taylor puts it, “my spiritual path has to respect
those of others,” and no one spiritual path can obviously be superior
to another. Significantly, he concludes that “(t)he new framework
has a strongly individualist component, but this will not necessarily
mean that the content will be individuating. Many people will find
themselves joining extremely powerful religious communities, because
that’s where many people’s sense of the spiritual will lead them.”23

Taylor’s use of expressivism helps us understand the kind of

22 On the aspects of Muslim Feminism mentioned here, see Leila Ahmed, Women
and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Debate, New Haven 1992, pp.
151y152; 224y244 and more broadly Saba Mahmood, Politics of Piety, Princeton
2005.

23 Charles Taylor, Varieties of Religion Today: William James Revisited, Cambridge
2002, pp. 95, 101, 112.
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religious-moral claim being put forth by Orthodox Feminism and
its linkage to the final element of our tripartite axis, experience. Those
claims draw heavily on personal experience, and are yet regularly
compelling to others, and they suggest a redefinition of Orthodox
Judaism as a corporate phenomenon which would, henceforth, be
more attentive to the experiences of all its members. Orthodox
Feminism also serves to highlight the profoundly religious dimension
of subjectivity. It is within this context that Alain Touraine points to
the tension between ‘reason’ and the ‘subject’ as a defining feature
of modernity.24 Of particular interest is the way in which Orthodox
Feminism’s emphasis on subjectivity helps shape an ethical claim, and
it will be interesting in the coming years to see if this introduction of a
subjectivist ethics in halakhic discussions, will extend beyond women’s
issues as such, to other ethically and personally charged issues.

It is perhaps in the attempted synthesis of identity politics with
subjective expression, that the socio-cultural enterprise of Orthodox
Feminism most resembles that of Zionism.25 Zionists, especially, the
members of the Second Aliyah, were, as we would say today, seeking
or working out their identities, but those identities as they understood
them, passed through, and indeed were constituted by, other people
with whom they shared a common fate. Moreover, their critique of
traditional Judaism was not limited to jettisoning traditional halakhic
obligations, but rather extended affirmatively to creating new, and

24 Alain Touraine, Critique of Modernity (David Macey, tr.) Oxford 1995. In
this case, “reason” would stand both for secular liberalism’s call to women to
abandon traditional religion, as well perhaps as the formal-legal reasoning of
the halakhic tradition. It should be noted that Martha Nussbaum has recently
argued that liberalism and liberal feminism need not be seen as incompatible with
a wide range of traditional religious identities — see her Women and Human
Development: The Capabilities Approach, Cambridge 2001, pp. 167y241.

25 The place of subjectivity in the Religious Zionist ethos is discussed at length in
Shlomo Fischer, Self-Expression and Democracy in Radical Religious Zionist
Ideology (Ph.D. Dissertation, Hebrew University, 2007). The evolution of
subjectivity and expressivism in the thought of Rav Kook is a major theme of my
dissertation, An Intellectual and Spiritual Biography of Rabbi Avraham Yitzhaq
Ha-Cohen Kook from 1865 to 1904 (Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard University,
2007)
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extremely far-reaching obligations in their place. Those obligations
were based not only on collective, national claims but on strong
ethical claims as well, above all the relief of Jewish suffering —
physical, political, social and economic — particularly in Eastern
Europe. Similarly, Orthodox Feminism, its points of contact with
liberal individualism notwithstanding, fosters a strong dual group
identification — with women on the one hand, and Orthodox Jews on
the other — and its collective claims are charged with strong ethical
claims as well.

In closing, the ways in which Orthodox Feminism operates as one
of several Modernizing Orthodoxies, can quickly be summarized by
returning to the defining features of Orthodox Judaism I outlined
at the outset. These include its commitment to the traditional, and
transhistorical approach to the halakhah, both of which lead to its
claim to authenticity. Orthodox Feminism’s defining feature relative
to other feminisms is precisely its stated adherence to the fundamental
halakhic norms canonized by the Shulchan Arukh and its latter-
day interpreters. Its expressivist spirituality enlarges the theological
vocabulary of transhistorical halakhah, while simultaneously putting
pressure on the ahistorical dimension of Orthodox halakhah. Indeed,
there is simply no getting away from the fact that all discussions of
feminism proceed from the fundamental recognition that times change;
simply put, that was then and this is now. And in many ways, the
Orthodox self-perception of authenticity is precisely that which leads
many women to continue to think of, and experience themselves as
Orthodox, and thus to work to find a place for themselves under the
rubric of Orthodoxy. Drawing on the terms of philosopher-economist
Albert Hirschman, who classified the forms of allegiance to a group
as exit, voice or loyalty,26 their refusal to exit is the proof of loyalty that
they hope will grant them a voice.

Finally, on a personal, theological note, the term “Orthodox”
does not, cannot, and indeed must not define the shape of our
religious lives. When we think of terms, such as yirat shamayim,

26 Albert O. Hirschman, Exit, Voice and Loyalty, Cambridge 1970.
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bat Torah or ben Torah, kedushah, mitzvah, shemirat shabbat, or
Ahavat Hashem, shemirat halashon, tikkun middot, Torah Li-Shmah,
gemilut chassadim, chovot halevavot or Tsu zayn a heilige Yid, we
immediately grasp that we have here a vocabulary that more accurately
captures the texture of our religious lives and etches our religious
horizons than do any statements of doctrine, halakhic ideology or
denominational affiliation. For nearly two centuries “Orthodoxy” has
been the historical vessel of those meanings in the radical newness of
modernity, and for that reason a precious vessel, and that particular
identity cannot, and likely should not, easily be cast aside. It can
though, be qualified and criticized, with rigor and integrity, but also, I
hope, with love.
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